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Abstract This paper will examine and categorize potential business model scenarios for
online music. The virtualization of music leads to market uncertainties. On the
supply side, the offering party might not be able to sufficiently privatize online
music. On the demand side, with a changing cost structure for digital goods,
consumers might not be willing to pay directly for digital goods so that
revenues would have to be collected indirectly by public or private entities. As
a result, business models for online music can be categorized into four
scenarios. In the first scenario, online music is used to promote the traditional
offline business while in the second scenario, consumers are willing to pay for
additional services to access online music. The third scenario is significantly
different from the first two scenarios as music providers are expected to be
able to protect their content by using digital rights management technology. In
the fourth scenario peer-to-peer technologies allow consumers to use a
mechanism called super distribution with which they can share and
recommend songs. The paper concludes with a recommendation to music
companies to position themselves in all four scenarios.

INTRODUCTION1.

This paper will examine and categorize potential business model scenarios for
online music. In this article, online music is defined as commercially available
digital music that is distributed over networks like the Internet. Thereby music has
become the ideal case study for digital commerce with its unique availability in
digital form on billions of CDs. From the beginning online distribution became an
underground phenomenon (Pettauer, 2000). The music industry, though small in its
market size, has become a prominent case study for new technology concepts,
introduced by companies like Napster for peer-to-peer file sharing, RealNetworks
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50 Forsa-Study conducted from October, 26th – 29 th , 2000 with 1005 internet users in Germany
51 In fact, a trend similar to the times of the LP, when printing costs for booklets increased in

contrast to the production cost of the CD itself

Information goods are characterized by having high fixed costs, or first-copy
costs, but very low incremental costs (Skiera, 1999). In the case of the music
industry, the production of the master-copy accumulates a high amount of costs,
while the production of additional copies can be estimated as marginal costs (Kelly,
1998). A study conducted in England, Germany, Italy and France by Doglio/Richeri
found that in the music industry, the first-copy cost amounts to an average of 21.1
percent, followed by manufacturing costs of 8.5 percent. The highest per-unit cost is
attributable to marketing and sales with 49.9 percent, with the remaining 20.5
percent allocated to label costs and margin (Doglio and Richeri, 1996). Cost
elements, which might be affected are not only limited to manufacturing costs, but
retail obsolesce, returns, physical distribution and transport. On the other hand, costs

According to Forsa, the majority of the Internet users (69 percent) in Germany
are not willing to pay for information or entertainment on the net. 5 0 One reason that
may limit the willingness to pay for online-music may lie in the loss of a physical
representation of the artist’s work, which has become a collectible good with
comprehensive artwork associated with it. 51

2. DEMAND-SIDE: COST STRUCTURE AND
REVENUE MODELS

Though much literature can be found prognosticating a significant change in the
competitive environment of the music industry, little research exists on the
combination of revenue models and property rights in the field of online music
(Zerdick et al., 1999). The starting point for this analysis is the assumption that the
basic principle of the electronic market as an efficient allocation mechanism works.
But uncertainties on both the supply and demand side of the electronic market are
leading to insufficiencies. In the following, two significant consequences regarding
the business models caused by the virtualization of music are analyzed: first the cost
structure for the delivery is structured differently and thereby revenues might be
affected. Second the protection of copyrights has become more difficult in today’s
networks. Combining these two uncertainties into a scenario matrix, case studies
will be given for each of the resulting four categories. Concluding remarks are made
about possible positioning of companies in the music industry.

for streaming media, InterTrust for digital rights management and others. Forecasts
from analysts regarding the market size for online-music, vary significantly between
7.8b US $ (Forrester), 2.6b US $ (Jupiter) and 1.9b US $ (Market Tracking
International) (Becker and Ziegler, 2000).
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In the music market, broadcasting as a public good is used to promote songs
while CDs function as a container for music sold as private goods (Tschmuck,
2000). Copyrights are a means of establishing the boundaries between who is
allowed to use a particular good and under which conditions, and who is not allowed
to use it. Developments in technology seem to take away the grounds for these
boundaries. Burke has shown how technological developments in the past gave rise
to changes in copyright (Burke, 1996). At the same time, piracy has always had a
significant share in the music market. In 1999, according to IFPI about 1.9b units of
illegal copies were found with a value of 4, 1b US $ leading to a hypothetical market
share of 36 percent (IFPI, 2000). On the Internet, piracy has become an even larger
mass phenomenon due to the availability of perfect digital copies. With non-
excludable online-music, end consumers become free riders, which are not willing
to pay the market price for music as long as others might be accessing the music for
free (Heinrich, 1994).

The theory of public goods holds that goods have different characteristics
whether or not there is rivalry or non-rivalry in using them. Public goods are non-
excludable and non-rivalrous in consumption while private goods are sold to those
who can afford to pay the market price.

3. SUPPLY-SIDE: PUBLIC AND PRIVATE GOODS

As a result, the Internet seems to have a significant impact on the music
industry’s revenue model and thereby on the competitive environment. In the
literature, revenues are divided into two main categories: dirct revenues which
result from the consumer, and indirect revenues which are refinanced through
associated products via public or private entities (Zerdick et al., 1999). While in the
literature a separation between different revenue streams seems possible, in the
business environment, a wide spectrum of combinations can be found just like a
newspaper might have revenue streams from advertising, subscription and single
transactions. Additionally, in the television market, which closely resembles the
music industry, the revenues tend to grow towards direct revenues. Ten years ago,
direct and indirect revenues were split equal, while today, direct revenues mainly
from subscriptions increased to 58 percent, compared to 42 percent for advertising
based indirect revenues (Veronis Suhler & Associate 1998). The possible reason for
this is consumer preferences regarding the allocation of their limited time (Berman
et al. 2000).

for technology, bandwidth and customer service have to be factored in.
Consequently, the benefits of digital distribution do not significantly change the per-
unit cost at current volumes. It does however offer the possibility to distribute in
much larger quantities than in the physical world.

Willms Buhse
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From a technology point of view, the music industry started the Secure Digital
Music Initiative (SDMI) to develop specifications jointly with technology
companies like Microsoft, IBM and many others. Many doubt that the music
industry can successfully introduce security mechanisms that are either unbreakable
or at least can raise the barrier for piracy without creating unproportional high costs
(Albers et al., 1999). Many examples in other media industries like currently the
DVD-protection scheme have shown failures of secure protection mechanisms
(DeCSS). Additionally, on the Internet only a single copy (even by re-digitizing
from analog versions) made available is sufficient to be globally distributed in a
short period of time leading to a total loss of control by the owner. But it is quite
possible that the biggest challenge the music industry is facing is not hackers but
instead infrastructure. Today’s infrastructure with 200m multimedia PCs, 1b CD-
audio-devices and 17b unprotected audio CDs with 150.000 different titles will be
very difficult to replace (Gurley, 2000).

Law suits from the RIAA against MP3.com, Scour and Napster and others in the
U.S. demonstrate the music industry’s efforts to minimize copyright infringement.
Though the industry might reach successes in certain countries, concepts like
“Offshore-Web-Hosting” from companies like HavenCo.Com or Offshore.com.ai
and de-central file sharing systems like Gnutella and FreeNet might well continue to
operate despite law suits and even drive consumers to “underground” systems
(Schreirer, 2000).

Traditionally, the distribution of music is dominated by an oligopoly of five
major labels. For these music labels, the economic value lies in their artist contracts
and in the exclusive distribution for recordings, which enables promotional
distribution channels like free TV or radio (Thurow, 1994). Statistically, infrequent
consumption of music albums as private goods accounts for about one hour, with
revenues of 68 US $ per music listener per year. On the other hand, public broadcast
amounts to frequent but superficial consumption of 3 hours a day. This results in 58
US $ in advertising revenues for the broadcast stations per year, from which music
labels receive a much smaller percentage than from the album sales.52  As a result,
the music industry shows high interest in privatizing the music in order to generate
higher revenues not only from traditional products but also from the online market.
Increasing online piracy challenges the privatization of online music, therefore the
music industry has started a number of legal, marketing, educational, and technology
initiatives.

52 Bertelsmann internal research
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4. FOUR BUSINESS MODEL SCENARIOS

Public Good

The goal of using scenarios is to categorize various business models according to
several case studies involving new distribution mechanisms like file sharing, digital
rights management and super distribution. As in the previous chapters described, the
virtualization of music has two significant consequences regarding the business
models: first the cost structure for the delivery is structured differently and thereby
revenues might be affected. Second the protection of copyrights has become more
difficult in today’s networks.

Table 3. Scenario matrix for online music

Private Good

Indirect Revenues Open-Source-Filesharing Subscription Systems

Direct Revenues Music Service Provider Superdistribution

Four scenarios can be deduced by combining these two uncertainties into a
matrix, which represents both, supply and demand. In this article, for each of the
scenarios, one case study is described and possible revenue models are given.

Assumptions

4.1 First Scenario: Open Source File Sharing Systems

Most importantly, these scenarios anticipate a slow migration towards online
technologies. Meaning, traditional media companies maintain distribution
control over physical storage media like CD and DVD. The hypothesis from
Zerdick et al. states that electronic markets do not lead to an immediate
substitution of the existent value chain. Nevertheless it is leading to a constant
erosion of traditional value chains and the orientation towards the demand side
(Zerdick et al., 1999).

revenue models are based on rational entrepreneurial decisions, excluding
artistic, voluntary or otherwise motivated scenarios.

in the mid- to long-term, no business models will be viable which infringe on
copyright laws. However, there might be systems without commercial interest
that face no legal consequences for enabling illegal copies. Open-source-file
sharing systems belong to this category.

These four business model scenarios are subject to the following assumptions:
–

–

–

Within less than two years, Napster became the largest music library ever with
about 1b titles, without economic incentive, marketing activities, and even more
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important without involvement of the music industry (Becker and Ziegler, 2000). At
a very high level, file sharing systems or peer-to-peer-networks (P2P) aggregate and
distribute information. With either central or de-central listings, files be can searched
for, transferred and stored locally. The main challenge for content owners is its mass
phenomena. Since its launch, Napster attracted almost 70 Million users who
knowingly violate copyright laws.

While Napster through its partnership with Bertelsmann plans membership fees
and the compensation of content owners, other open-source-file-sharing systems are
developed without any commercial purpose. Their purpose is to freely distribute
information beyond any control. Examples are Gnutella developed by Gene Kan and
FreeNet designed by Ian Clarke. Both are designed to run de-centralized, which
makes it almost impossible to control or shut down their operations. As a result,
besides music files, other illegal content like children pornography and terrorist
instructions can be found. The main challenge of these systems is that they only can
scale with resources like content, bandwidth and storage from their users. As their
content can be viewed as public goods, these systems attract free riders not willing
to give any contribution in return. During a study of the Gnutella Network, it was
found, that 70 percent of the users don’t give any contribution to the system, and
that half of the searches were answered by just one percent of the participants (Adar
and Huberman, 2000). Apart from significant loss of system performance with
longer search and download times, it adds vulnerability to the system as it might
collapse with the shut down of few peers. On the other hand, there are concepts like
seti@home with users voluntarily contributing resources in exchange for prestige
and reputation. As a result, file-sharing systems seem to be able to overcome today’s
challenges and will play an important role in the distribution of online music.

How can the music industry embrace such systems to generate revenues?
Revenues can be generated indirectly from online music in return for the value of
consumers’ attention (Seidel, 1993). This can be used to promote either the physical
album or the artist in order to reach more popularity and thereby earn higher
merchandising and advertising revenue. As a result, with online music being a
public good, the combination of online and offline business by integrating online-
music and traditional marketing and distribution seems a profitable business model
(Tomczak et al., 2000) (Zerdick et al., 1999). Despite legal battles from RIAA
arguing that illegal copies cannibalize album sales, market studies are inconclusive
at this point. Jupiter identified Napster usage as one of the most important factors for
increased music purchases (Sinnreich et al., 2000). On the other hand, VNU found
album sales decreasing in record stores close to universities, where file sharing
supposingly reaches high usage among students (VNU Entertainment Marketing
Solutions, 2000). Creed offered their hit song in 1999 from 100 web sites for free
downloads, and in the process stimulated their album sales. Coincidentally their
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album “Human Clay” reached the top of the billboard charts.53 A recent example is
the partnership between the online retailer CDNow and Napster, where the file
sharing system receives a commission of about 15 percent for every album sale.

Nevertheless, substitution of traditional media like CDs and DVD-Audio might
increase as soon as a comparable infrastructure for online music exists. Physical
goods have always served as “containers” for services. For example, a CD has no
intrinsic value, only the value of delivering music. In the age of downloadable
music, though, the CD loses its value as a container for music (Rifkin, 2000).

4.2 Second Scenario: Music Service Provider

Provided online music is a public good, collecting direct payments seems almost
impossible unless, the value lies primarily in the functionality and services, rather
than in the content itself (Deutsche Bank, 2000). In this scenario, instead of copy
protection, service-oriented new business models are developed that prevent the
motive to copy. Besides content, these services offer convenience, reliability and
fast access to music almost anywhere and at anytime and are referred to as the
celestial jukebox. This services sector is expected to grow from 2.5m today to 12.3m
in 2003 in the U.S (Black, 2000). Ultimately, those companies would have to
combine content, community, application services, context and search functionality.
Personalization plays a crucial role in attracting consumers and providing lock-in
(Heinrich, 1999). In the networked economy, these versions and even individual
products and services are achievable due to smaller transaction and
production/service costs (Piller, 1998). Using a feedback loop mechanism for
online-music, personal playlists can be generated, recommended, updated and
shared among other users. Online music, with about three min title length can
generate comprehensive sets of data over time, provided 4 hours of daily music
consumption, 80 songs might be rated on a daily basis almost automatically. Large
description data bases like Moodlogic or Gigabeat can analyze relationships among
titles and artists according to rhythm, instruments, contextual information and even
mood.

53 Committee on Intellectual Property Rights and the Emerging Information Infrastructure
(2000), p. 80f

It might be easy to maintain a piracy site with some illegal copies, but to provide
access, payment mechanisms and customer service to many thousand people
simultaneously is a more complex task. Which companies might position themselves
in the role of music service providers? First, relationships, such as those established
by radio or television stations, emphasize repeat visits. They have already proven
their ability for selection and aggregation of music (Hull et al., 2000). Second, those
with existing billing and services relationships like ISPs and TelCos, e.g. AOL TW.
Third, there are companies with a link to end devices, like hardware-, OS-software-,
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and CE-device-manufacturers, though they might as well bet on copy protection
technologies as they are able to choose and set standards. Nevertheless, under
current copyright law, most companies might have to negotiate licenses either
directly with the music labels, their syndication partners or through royalty
collecting entities, in order to be able to offer these services.

4.3 Third Scenario: Subscription Models

5 4 Specifications for such an infrastructure is currently designed by the Secure Digital Music
Initiative. www.sdmi.org SDMI, Document Nr. pdwg99070802, ,,SDMI Portable Device
Specification Part 1, Version 1.0“, p. 21

For subscription models watermarking can provide important contributions to
the field of intellectual property protection within a more extensive security
framework for identification and proof of ownership, which is comparable to IRSC-
Codes used by the GEMA for recognition of CD-Audios (Goldhammer and Zerdick,
1999). By embedding a watermark into the compressed audio signal during delivery,
the customers are aware that a watermark may identify them (Tang, 1998). Hence,
they can be made responsible if the signal is found outside the legal domain by a
trigger technology, even in a decompressed and analog representation.54 In contrast
to encryption technologies, watermarks could be used with today’s infrastructure for
CD-Audio as well as MP3-devices. Subscriptions bundle a large number of
information goods for a fixed price. In a variety of circumstances, a multi-product
monopolist can extract substantially higher profits by offering one or more bundles
of information goods than by offering the same goods separately (Bakos and
Brynjolffson, 1999). At the same time, bundling can be used to introduce new artists

Protection technologies play an important role in determining whether a media
product is a public or a private good. In scenarios three and four, online music is
considered a private good, as content owners are able to restrict access to the content
and thereby introduce the possibility to exclude free riders and charge for their
online music. To securely protect online music, all major labels incorporate digital
rights management technologies, which basically fall into four categories: first the
acceess is controlled with authentication and/or encryption mechanisms. Second, the
usage is controlled according to rules that are set by the distributor of the music.
This determines how the user can interface with the information, e.g., listen-only
rights, where the user is unable to save or distribute the music. Third a tracking
mechanism allows the information provider to track subsequent use with
watermarking and digital footprints. Fourth and last, payment systems enable the
information provider to generate revenue for the rights granted to the user. As a
result of inefficient micro payment systems, subscription models are viewed as a
method to overcome high transaction costs (Picot et al., 2001).
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and titles as a strategy to overcome the information paradox, which states that the
value of an information can’t be determined a priori of consumption.

In this scenario, for the first time in their history, music labels have the
opportunity to create a continuous relationship with the end consumer. This
relationship offers a foundation on which music labels can generate revenues. The
subscription model may represent a mix between indirect and direct revenues with
the option of consumption combined with transparent pricing (Zerdick et al., 1999),
(Sinnreich, 2000). Forrester expects additional revenues from subscriptions of 3.3b
US $ (Schreirer, 2000). A premium membership might offer a flatrate, eventually
combined with services from the second scenario, while an advertising-based
membership might limit access in quantity, time or actuality.

4.4 Fourth Scenario: Super-Distribution

In 1990, a visionary architecture was developed for the distribution of digital
goods. The Japanese Ryoichi Mori coined the term Superdistribution for this new
concept of licensing information (Mori, 1990); (Cox, 1996); (Morin, 1999). The
fundamental idea is to allow free distribution of digital content, while controlling
access to usage and changes with the content owner defining the terms. According to
his prototype, called Software Service System (SSS), which was implemented as a
peer-to-peer-architecture, the following components must be available (Morin,
1999):
–

–

– payment information have to be exchanges securely among the parties
After securely encrypting the music with a key, the package can be digitally

the usage associated with the access to the digital property
a digital rights management system with a trusted tool that tracks the deals and

a persistent cryptographic wrapper must stay in place when the digital property
is used, copied, redistributed, etc.

delivered to the consumers end device (Tang, 1998). There, the locally installed
trusted tool gains access to the digital content with an unlock key which leaves the
file locally encrypted and streams the digital content into the memory for “on the
fly” decryption. The user, who has agreed to the terms and conditions of use, has
now the license to access the content. His usage is recorded and the transaction is
reported to a clearinghouse to initiate payments and backup system information.
Using the superdistribution concept, consumers can recommend and share files
among each other via email, FTP, physical media and even file sharing networks.
Still the copyright is being protected and the content owner maintains control and
determines payment collection.

Under the third scenario, bundling was mentioned as being attractive for content
companies to extract higher profits. In the music industry, this has always been the
case with album sales, where only one or two hits from an entire album initiate the
purchase. Digital products possess optimal de-bundling capability, which in return
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Although online music distribution has been in place for some time, it is too
early to determine which scenarios will evolve. Nevertheless, it is quite possible for
all these scenarios to exist in parallel under certain market conditions. In this case, it
is assumed that all four scenarios can come into affect during the life cycle of an
online music release. Starting with the secure superdistribution concept (scenario 4)
at the time of release, followed by a time lag for subscription based accessibility
(scenario 3). Over (short or long) time, the value might decrease and with hackers
distributing illegal copies, the release might become widely accessible as a public
good. Then services might be offered (scenario 2) and at the same time additional
value from the user’s attention for promotion and advertising might be extracted
(scenario 1). Therefore, the music labels should prepare themselves to claim
strategic positions in all four scenarios, otherwise their traditionally dominant role in
the music market, and the barrier-to-entry that currently prevents external
competition will diminish. I would like to conclude with Shapiro & Varian that
content owners should maximize the value of their digital goods and should not
secure them for the sake of protection (Shapiro and Varian 1998). Therefore, the
optimal strategy is not only to reduce the motives for copy infringement, but at the
same time to increase the accessibility for consumers to digital products and
services.

In this paper scenarios for online business models that depend on uncertainties
on the supply and demand side of the music industry were examined. It was argued
that on the one hand, online music could either be a public or a private good, due to
insufficiencies in absolute content protection. On the other hand, the willingness for
consumers to pay for digital goods might determine the nature for direct or indirect
revenue streams. As a result, consistent business models in all four scenarios were
developed. The scenarios have shown that there is a spectrum of potential revenue
streams for online music both as public and private goods. Therefore, the main
distinction between the scenarios depends on the supply side, where copyright for
online music can either be protected by technical means or not.

CONCLUSION5.

can be re-bundled again for custom-mixes (Albers et al., 1998) (Kulle, 1998). With
digital downloads and superdistribution, consumers might start “cherry picking”
their hits and thereby endanger the traditional revenue model of album sales. In this
scenario, using digital rights management and superdistribution, major labels
maintain control over the distribution of music and might even be able to enforce
their copyrights more than in the traditional world.
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